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WRITING EXPERIENCE  
The Trap: A Haunted Story of Gentrification (2020) (Film) 
The Bateman family moves to Philadelphia when their daughter, Susan, begins attending Temple 
University’s Ballet program. With the university’s strategic provision of housing, William, 
Marianne nor Susan could have predicted that their new student friendly home would be 
possessed. All hell breaks loose when young Susan meets June Bug in this timely occult thriller. 
 
Manic Mickey (2019) (Novella) 
In this second installment of “The Mickey Collection”, Mickey and Daren’s tumultuous 
relationship takes us to Athens. Met with domineering men and magic, Mickey is introduced to 
both a new life and personality.  
 

And Then There Was Mickey (2018) (Novella) 
A fictional novella of the romantic and magical escapades of McKenzee Taylor, Executive 
Administrative Assistant at Big Bad Non-Profit (BBNP). McKenzee, affectionately called 
Mickey Mouse, begins a reckless relationship with her supervisor, Daren Wright, all while 
relying on her ancestral heritage the entire time. The first installment of “The Mickey 
Collection” will leave you stretched and strung out on love. 

Manic Mickey (Serial Television Screenplay) (currently in composition- 3 eps. completed) 
Manic Mickey provides a visual depiction and a plethora of cathartic twists in a cinematic 
format. of the intense yet engrossingly entertaining ups and downs of its literary origin, “The 
Mickey Collection”. 

When The Scorpio Scribes: The Occult for The Adult (Blog) 
A hub for literary reviews, divinatory revelations, original serial short stories, screenplays and 
grimoire entries. “The Scorpio” scribes the occult. www.scorpioscribes.blogspot.com 
 

PRODUCING, DIRECTING & ACTING EXPERIENCE 
Meeting Mickey  
Lauren Hunter, Owner, Founder and CEO of L. A. Hunter Productions stars as McKenzee Taylor 
in this introductory four episode mini web series. Meet McKenzee before  her nightmarish 
transformation on “Meeting Mickey”, streaming monthly on www.lahproductions.com 
beginning Summer 2020. 
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